TAYLOR (SIMON)

Examines the names of the places granted to the church by Queen Margaret and Malcolm III [particularly Pitbauchlie, Pitliver, Parsuin and Kirkcaldy].

5047. Taylor (Simon): Babbet and Brdin pudding or polyglot Fife in the middle ages.

5055. Taylor (Simon): Generic-element variation, with special reference to eastern Scotland.

In IR 48/1 (Spring, 1997), pp. 45–72.
Baithéne, Laisrán, Fergna, Commán, Cumméne, Adomnán, as elements in place-names.
Revised version in Spes Scotorum, pp. 35–70.

603. Taylor (Simon) (ed.): The uses of place-names / edited by Simon TAYLOR.
Papers from a conference held in St. Andrews, February 1996.

In Spes Scotorum (1999), pp. 35–70.

6699. Taylor (Simon): Columba east of Drumalban: some aspects of the cult of Columba in eastern Scotland.
In IR 51/2 (Autumn, 2000), pp. 100–128.

13231. Taylor (Simon): The coming of the Augustinians to St. Andrews and version B of the St. Andrews foundation legend.


pp. 189-199: Bibliography of M. O. A., compiled by Simon TAYLOR.
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15390. Taylor (Simon): The cult of St. Fillan in Scotland.


18894. Watson (W. J.), Taylor (Simon) (intr. auth.): The Celtic place-names of Scotland / W. J. WATSON; introduction by Simon TAYLOR.


Repr. with new introd. corrigenda, some addenda and a full W. J. Watson bibliography by Simon TAYLOR.
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5453. Taylor (Simon): *Sliaabh* in Scottish place-names: its meaning and chronology.

5456. Henery (Robert), Taylor (Simon): Pitmiclardie in Fife.


Crawford (Barbara E.) (hon.)

In Appendix: Early forms of place-names discussed in the text [Aden, Altrie, Auchmacar, Auchnavard, Ball Domin, Biffe, Deer, Elrick, Pitfour, Pitlourg, Quartehouse, Skillymarno, Ugie].

7960. Taylor (Simon): Place-names of Lesmahagow.
In JSNS 3 (2009), pp. 65–106.


13455. Taylor (Simon): Pictish place-names revisited.
Examine the distribution of place-names in northern Britain which contain elements defined as P-Celtic. Appendix 1: Survey of place-name elements organized according to their degree of Pictishness (Category 1: P-Celtic words probably not borrowed into Gaelic: *aber* or *abor*, *bren* or *bran*, *cēk*, *cuper*, *dol*, *cēles*, *lancir*, *mig*, *ogel*, *pant*, *perl*, *peur*, *pren*, ??*mth*, *traus*/*bros*, Note on *nemed*; Category 2: P-Celtic words borrowed into Gaelic.
but only attested in place-names: *cair, *arden, *gronn; Category 3: P-Celtic loan-words attested as common nouns in Gaelic: bad, daol, monadh, pett, pór, pnaos; Category 4: Gaelic elements influenced by a Pictish cognate: ? beinn, blår, càrn, dabhach, ãm, foithir, lios, rìth, srath); Appendix 2: The problem of Cardean; Appendix 3: A note on Keir; Appendix 4: Certain, probable or possible ‘Pictish’ names containing elements not discussed above.
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18774. Taylor (Simon) (comp.): Bibliography of Scottish name studies for 2014.
18775. Taylor (Simon) (*comp.): Bibliography of Scottish name studies for 2015. 
*In JSNS 10 (2016)*, pp. 219–220.

18781. Taylor (Simon) (*comp.): Bibliography of Scottish name studies for 2016. 

18788. Taylor (Simon) (*comp.): Bibliography of Scottish name studies for 2017. 